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Abstract
In the field of library and information science, content analysis is a fundamental task for the efficient retrieval of information by the users of information systems. In this paper, an analysis is conducted on the current state of this task at six major Spanish film libraries by interviewing those responsible for the content analysis of film collections and performing a comparative analysis of the fields related to film content in the most exhaustive document analysis worksheets employed by each one of these six institutions to catalog their film collections.
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Resumen
En el campo de la documentación, una tarea fundamental para una eficaz recuperación de información por parte de los usuarios de los sistemas de información es el análisis de contenido. En la presente investigación analizamos el estado actual de esa tarea en seis importantes filmotecas españolas. Se ha entrevistado a sus responsables de documentación de fondos fílmicos y se ha hecho un análisis comparativo de los campos relativos al contenido fílmico dentro de las fichas de análisis documental aplicadas por cada una de estas seis instituciones sobre sus fondos fílmicos.
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1. Introduction

The crucial importance of performing an adequate film content analysis about efficient searching and retrieval of information that satisfies the information needs of the users is self-evident. In Spain, since the turn of the century, there have been significant advances in this analytic task in the TV branch of film librarianship, with relatively important academic production in this regard (Agirreazaldegi-Berriozabal, 2007; Caldera-Serrano; Sánchez-Jiménez, 2009; Rodríguez-Mateos; Pérez-Lorenzo, 2011), as well as the advent of revolutionary document analysis methodologies as a result of the major transformations that, since 2004, have been brought about by the implementation of new content or media asset management systems (MAM) by the country’s main television companies (Agirreazaldegi-Berriozabal, 2007, p. 434). Among other functionalities, these systems envisage the possibility of extracting frames or keyframes from video clips that allow us to visually identify the content of documents without actually executing the videos. The automatic extraction of keyframes is also feasible with programmed time, or even shot change, criteria.

Thus, notwithstanding the differences in the databases employed by each Spanish TV archive, we can safely say the selective retrieval of moving images “has always been one of the ultimate ends pursued by engineers and documentalists who have developed software for moving image archives, shortening response times and making information retrieval more pertinent” (Caldera-Serrano; Sánchez-Jiménez, 2009, p. 299).

Although this brings obvious advantages to users of these information systems, much still needs to be done to improve diverse aspects, including the use of artificial intelligence or cognitive psychology for the further automation of analytic tasks.

We wonder whether or not the concern for document analysis shown by the foremost TV archives in Spain, in accordance with Unesco’s 1980 guidelines that state “access should be made available as far as possible to the works and information sources represented by moving images [...]” (Unesco, 1980), corresponds to the current reality of the country’s other major moving image archives-film libraries.

In the realm of theory, we must briefly note that the relative boom in national studies of TV content analysis (and TV librarianship in general) has not been replicated in the field of film librarianship, which has been conspicuously absent over the last few years. Indeed, in Spain there have been no specific works on film content analysis in moving image archives, beyond the two theoretical proposals put forward by Pinto-Molina, García-Marco and Agustín-Lacruz (2002, pp. 296-309), and López-Hernández (2003, pp. 212-235).

2. Objectives and methodology

As a result of this scientific lacuna, the main aim of this case study was to verify, with regard to the professional field of film librarianship (leaving aside theoretical proposals and the recommendations of the International Federation of Film Archives (FAIF) and other international entities), the current state of film content analysis at six major Spanish film libraries. We investigated users’ objectives when they visit film archives to search for and retrieve film-related information. We developed two basic methodological lines of research:

1) We conducted a comparative study of the analysis worksheets of six major Spanish film libraries:

- Filmoteca Española
  http://goo.gl/yrwTIr
- Filmoteca de Andalucía
  http://www.filmotecadeandalucia.es
- Filmoteca de Catalunya
  http://www.filmoteca.cat
- Filmoteca Vasca
  http://www.filmotecavasca.com/es
- Filmoteca de Valencia
  http://ivac.gva.es/la-filmoteca
- Centro Galego de Artes da Imaxe (filmoteca gallega)
  http://www.cgai.org

To this end, we requested the worksheets employed by information specialists at the aforementioned institutions.

Because some film libraries do not use the same analysis worksheet for all their document collections we chose the most comprehensive one for each (viz., the worksheet with the greatest number of fields). This was the case for worksheets from the following collections:

- No-Do Collection of the Spanish Film Library;
- Unicaja Collection of the Andalusian Film Library;
- newscasts and documentaries of the production company Laya Films in the case of the Catalan Film Library;
- films, belonging to different genres without distinction, restored by the Valencia Film Library;
- regional documentaries or newscasts related to Galicia, in the case of the Galician Film Library;
- from the Basque Film Library, which is a special case with...
To harmonize the compilation of information from each one of these institutions we developed a standard questionnaire with seven items (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item 1. What is the normal user profile of your film collections?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 2. What fields do users usually consult when performing information searches?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3. In regards to the analytic process to which film documents are subjected, do you use an analysis methodology that goes beyond a mere external description of these documents to address their content?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4. If so, what type of methodology (shot by shot, sequential, scene by scene, news item by news item in the case of newscasts, etc.), applied to what type of films (regionally produced fiction, regional documentaries, newscasts, etc.), do you employ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5. Have you ever considered the systematic adoption of an analysis methodology that allows you to search for unusual shots, sequences, or scenes related to a particular content, event, or historical era? Do you believe that it would be interesting and feasible to do this at your film library?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6. Do you have a controlled thesaurus or vocabulary to describe the content of your film collections?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7. What is the most comprehensive cataloging or analysis worksheet that you currently have at your disposal? What fields does it contain and which of these are strictly related to film content?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The summaries were far from being authentic, comprehensive document summaries that serve as a substitute to viewing the document in question, and thus would be of little real value to users.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Attention paid to film content in the document analysis worksheets of Spanish film libraries

A comparative study of the content fields of the six worksheets was conducted and the first of the two major tasks involved in film content analysis, summarizing, was included in all of them, although under different names (Table 2). Thus, the field called “synopsis” is the most frequent of all (present in four of the six analysis worksheets), followed by the “summary” field (included in two of the six worksheets), and, lastly, the “storyline” field (only present in the analysis worksheet of the Galician Film Library). It is worth stressing that the worksheet of the Valencia Film Library is the only one that incorporates two different fields related to the task of summarizing: the “synopsis” and “summary” fields. Nonetheless, after studying some examples of the film analyses carried out with the worksheets provided by these institutions, regardless of the denomination of these fields, the summaries were far from being authentic, comprehensive document summaries that serve as a substitute to viewing the document in question, and thus would be of little real value to users. The summaries could best be defined as storyline overviews, which are shorter, more general summaries with a more commercial purpose in mind.
As to the second major analytic task, that of indexing or representing content in the form of descriptors or keywords, except in the case of the Catalan Film Library, the analysis worksheets do not include a specific field for all of the keywords of the content resulting from this indexing. Therefore, key concepts for searching for and retrieving information in fields with different names in each archive were found to be distributed in the rest of the worksheets.

Moreover, and in the light of the data shown in table 2, we can conclude that, though under different names, this issue is the most important aspect of the film content analyses performed by the film libraries under study in the task of indexing, insofar as all the analysis worksheets include a field for subjects, issues, or topics that represent the film content (regardless of the thoroughness with which they are covered). However, the rest of the index categories (onomastic, geographical, and chronological) are omitted by some of the film libraries in their analysis worksheets, as can be seen in the same table. As a particular subject-related feature, it is worth indicating that the worksheet of the Andalusian Film Library contains the field “Unesco disciplines” for noting the areas of knowledge related to film content, in accordance with the classification drawn up by the Unesco (State Secretariat for Research, Development and Innovation), in addition to one for recording film subjects.

In regards to the onomastic descriptors, it is remarkable that only two of the analysis worksheets, those of the Catalan and Valencia Film Libraries, include specific fields for recording the people represented in film content. Nonetheless, while in the former case both people and entities are included in this field, in the latter only characters are recorded, although it also contains other specific fields in the “content analysis area”, such as “performers”, “speaker”, “narrator”, “voices of”, “interviewer”, “interviewee”, and “moderator”, all of which are people-related categories that do not appear in the analysis worksheets of the other film libraries (the first three categories, more truly related to formal analysis than to that of content, and the last three, indeed associated with film content, respectively).

It is obvious that the users of moving image archives cannot at present access the majority of the Spanish film libraries under study to search for and retrieve shots, scenes, sequences, or even whole films in which a specific character is represented.
On the other hand, on the subject of temporal or chronological descriptors, the absence of a field for the time represented in film documents is also noteworthy because in all seven worksheets analyzed here, only the year when the film was produced, and, only occasionally, the time represented, is indicated in the “synopsis” or “summary” field. Under these circumstances something as simple as searching for and retrieving film-related information based on the time represented in films strikes us as problematic.

The Spanish film libraries do not apply systematically content analysis methodologies that would allow selective recovery of audiovisual information.

Lastly, moving on to the geographical descriptors, only two film libraries—those of Catalonia and Valencia—included them in their analysis worksheets. A special feature in this respect is that the Valencia Film Library incorporates a specific field called “buildings, monuments, and public works” in the “content analysis area” of its worksheet, which is not included in those of the other film libraries, in addition to the “visual locations” and “non-visual film locations” (though this would be associated with formal, rather than content, analysis). The worksheets of the other four film libraries (Spain, Andalusia, the Basque Country, and Galicia) merely contain a field called “locations” for film locations (which could be of the non-visual kind), but not for the places represented or visualized in films.

In general, it should also be underscored that, in regards to indexing, the Valencia Film Library is the only one that incorporates a specific area, “area of content analysis”, in its worksheet, which allows us to glimpse a certain degree of concern for film content in the analyses.

Furthermore, none of the film libraries draws a distinction between visual and reference descriptors in their worksheets, as recommended by Caldera-Serrano & Sánchez-Jiménez (2009, p. 296) when adequately analyzing moving images to separate what is visualized in an image from what is alluded to in the soundtrack. Therefore, in such circumstances users who visit a film library cannot know for sure, before viewing a film or film clip, if the key concept related to its content, on the strength of which the search for and retrieval of information has been performed, is visually present in the image or if it is only hinted at in the soundtrack.

In short, the comparative analysis that we conducted between the fields related to film content in the various document analysis worksheets completed by each film library identified evident shortcomings, as well as differences and a lack of homogeneity in their film content analyses.

3.2. Film content analysis as envisaged by the librarians working at Spanish film libraries

With regard to our second methodological line of research (that of establishing personal contact by means of interviews), it is worth noting that the question put to those responsible for the film collections at the six film libraries under study, about whether or not film content analysis methodologies were applied, the answer was unanimous: beyond the formal analysis or cataloging of film documents, film content analyses are indeed performed at all of them.

However, differences were observed in the replies to the question of whether or not content analysis methodologies were applied to film collections employing a minimum unit of analysis smaller than a film (such as a shot, scene, sequence, or news item in the case of newscasts). Even though none of the six film libraries systematically performed this type of comprehensive analysis on its film collections, the Spanish, Catalan, Valencian, and Galician Film Libraries claim that they do indeed perform a sequential or scene content analysis covering the whole film, although only in the case of specific films or film collections (selected according to diverse criteria, particularly geographical proximity). And only three of them declared that they also conduct a shot by shot content analysis of very specific, pre-selected whole films (as is the case of the Catalan, Valencian, and Galician Film Libraries). Nonetheless, except in the case of the Spanish and Catalan Film Libraries, and only for sequential or scene analysis, they were unable to provide us with any example of these highly comprehensive analyses, all of which suggests that the very notion of specific content analysis (be it sequential, scene, or shot by shot) does not seem to be very clear in the minds of their librarians.

The six film libraries analyzed made subject indexing, but the onomastic, geographical and chronological indexing are omitted by some of them.

While bearing in mind these results, if we take a look at some of the film records of these specific collections, as is the case of the No-Do Collection of the Spanish Film Library, we can observe (see Image 2) that the comprehensiveness and systemization of the said analyses have certain shortcomings. In the specific case of this collection, film content analysis is limited to a chronological description (set out in a brief sentence and without numbering the respective clips of the film footage making up each one of the No-Do newscasts), without extracting key concepts of indexing or indicating the time codes that would help users to quickly locate the film clips of interest to them (in the film as a whole).

On the other hand, in the specific case of the Basque Film Library, on which we will now dwell briefly, it should be noted that although they do not generally and systematically perform analysis on units smaller than a film, they conduct a document analysis (as has already been mentioned) that...
focuses on the content of particular film clips, specifically selected in accordance with thematic and geographical criteria, though only in the case of films that have been individually chosen following the same criteria, as can be observed in Image 3.

In the database of this film library, a start and end time code, duration, an attributed descriptive title of the content, a representative keyframe, and, only in some cases, a description of its content between one and three lines long is assigned to each film clip. Likewise, in the “synopsis” field of the analysis worksheets of family video-type films, some of whose clips have been the object of analysis, a content list is drawn up (summarized in a one-line description that, in many cases, coincides with the title attributed to each unit of analysis) only for the selected clips, without offering an overview of the video in which they appear and without including the content of the clips that have not been selected in this synopsis.

Despite its innovative character (versus the analytic methods used by the other film libraries under study, which pay scant attention to the content of specific film clips), the system employed by the Basque Film Library is not without its drawbacks:

- On the other hand, those video clips that have not been selected for analysis (and which could be very helpful for many users) are omitted;
- On the other, only whole videos are indexed (thus making it impossible to retrieve information from these clips).

Nonetheless, this film library has informed us that the information contained in the records of these films is being continually updated as more data on them is obtained or on the basis of the requests made by the users themselves.

Lastly, the Basque Film Library’s counterpart, the Andalusian Film Library, is the one and only institution that analyzes film content by items (considering a film as a minimum unit of analysis), without ever describing the content of a specifically selected sequence, scene, shot, news item, or clip in the film content analysis.

Half of the film libraries interviewed (those of the Basque Country, Galicia, and Valencia) do not have a thesaurus with terms related to the content of film documents.

Given that this type of analytical methodology is not applied across the board, we asked the film libraries that do not systematically apply it to whole films (even though they are only specific films or collections) whether they had considered doing so. In response to our question, the Andalusian Film Library claimed that it had considered the possibility, whereas the Basque Film Library, which does indeed perform this type of analysis, but only on specific clips, had not considered it.
We also asked the information specialists of the six film libraries under study whether they believed that the application of a scientifically validated method for performing this type of specific film content analysis on their film collections would be interesting and helpful for their users, on the one hand, and feasible, on the other. In response, all of the film libraries believed that such an application would be in the interest of their users. As to the second point, only two of the six film libraries thought that this would be impractical, indicating a lack of financial, human, and technical resources as the fundamental reason.

If film content is not systematically analyzed, the film-related information search and retrieval options open to users will be limited to formal or external fields.

Moreover, we believe that it would be convenient to identify the profile of users who visit the six film libraries under study. According to the information that the libraries provided us, users are basically as follows, in descending order of the frequency of visits:
- researchers (a profile indicated by five of the six film libraries);
- students (indicated by four);
- producers (indicated by half of them);
- museums and television companies (indicated by two in each case);
- audiovisual professionals, documentalists, and historians (indicated by only one in each case).

And in regards the most frequent requests from these users, they usually involve documentaries (indicated by five of the six film libraries under study), although, to a lesser extent and in descending order of the number of requests: family films (indicated by two), fiction films related to a specific geographical scope, experimental films, and amateur films (indicated by only one in each case).

Besides the profiles of the users and the collections most frequently requested, the most common response to the question of how users search for film-related information was by date or year (indicated by four of the six film libraries), followed by the title, director, producer or production company, and performer (indicated by three in each case).

In this regard, it would seem reasonable that if film content is not systematically analyzed, the film-related information search and retrieval options open to users will be limited to these formal or external fields. However, other less habitual forms of search are by location (indicated by two) and by gender, subject, thematic area, and collection (indicated by only one in each case).

Still on the subject of information search and retrieval, when asked if they used a thesaurus to standardize indexing and information search terms, only four of the six film libraries under study (those of Catalonia, Andalusia, Spain, and Valencia) provide this important tool, although only the last library mentioned incorporates terms related to technical fields in its thesaurus, though not content-related ones. Therefore, half of the film libraries interviewed (those of the Basque Country, Galicia, and Valencia) do not have a thesaurus with terms related to the content of film documents, which entails a number of disadvantages (those associated with problems such as synonymy and polysemy, above all) for users when searching for and retrieving information.

4. Conclusions

While it is true that, over the last few decades, considerable advances have been made in vindicating the documentary value of films or in the conservationist aspects of moving image archives (Borde, 1991), the same cannot be said of the methodological terrain of film content analysis. As has been shown in this study, current analysis has alarming shortcomings and is characterized by an evident heterogeneity of criteria and models and by the absence of a systematic and general application of specific content analysis methodologies that allow for the selective retrieval of moving images.

The current analysis has alarming shortcomings and is characterized by an evident heterogeneity of criteria and models.

We attribute this to the lack of concern for the content by both the professionals working at film libraries and the FIAF and in the theoretical realm of film librarianship, whose researchers have scarcely experimented with methodologies of this type in Spain. We should not overlook the insufficient recognition and government financial support for Spanish film archives, resulting in a lack of personnel and resources which hinders the development of innovative projects that facilitate access to film content.

But we understand that, in the technological and digital age, it is right and proper that the users of film archives enjoy the same privileges as granted to those of TV archives when selectively searching for and retrieving film-related information at film libraries, with the satisfaction and enormous savings in time and effort that this would entail, an essential issue in a world dominated by information saturation and new technologies. On the contrary, there is a danger that the difficulties in locating film content will deter users from visiting film libraries, which would also jeopardize the interest of citizens and researchers in this valuable documentary heritage.

For all the above reasons, we call for the opening of new research approaches and constant dialogue between researchers, information specialists working at film libraries, and users of moving image archives in order to make the Spanish film heritage more accessible to citizens and foster the use of these resources in research.

Notes

1. We are deeply indebted to the Spanish, Andalusian, Catalan, Basque, Valencia, and Galician Film Libraries for their vital contribution to this study by making their film content analysis worksheets available to us and offering to participate in the interviews and complete the questionnaires.
2. Noticiarios y Documentales [Newsreels and Documentaries], the main propaganda medium of Francoism in Spain, created by order of the Vicedecretaria de Educación Popular [Vice-secretary of Popular Education], dated 17 December 1942. From 1943 to 1981 they were screened in Spanish cinemas (obligatorily until 1976).
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